WATCH HOOK IN RAISED WOOL WORK
EXPRESSLY DESIGNED FOR THE
FASHIONABLE LADY - HARRYS, BANGOR.
OUR COLOURED PATTERN.

WATCH-HOOK IN RAISED WOOL-WORK.—
Materials: 3 dozen skeins of different shades of scarlet wool; a small piece of canvas; 1 pair of hooks; a steel mesh.—This style of raised work is now very fashionable, and flowers worked in this manner are frequently introduced in groups for ottomans, &c. Our model, when complete, and attached to white dimity furniture, has a remarkably pretty appearance, and should be finished precisely in the same manner as indicated in the illustration showing the article complete. The pattern should be worked from the design shown in squares on a mesh, the same as described for a raised mat illustrated in our January number. After the work is finished, the cutting, which is rather a difficult operation, must be attempted. The wool is not cut perfectly even and smooth, but in and out, and each petal is cut to give the rose as natural an appearance as possible, allowing the wool shorter in some places than in others. We recommend those who have worked these pretty little hooks to send them to Mrs. Wilcockson to be cut, as then their work will well repay the trouble bestowed on it, and it will have a proper appearance. Materials for working the hooks may be had of Mrs. Wilcockson, 44, Goodge-street, Tottenham-court-road, London, W., for 2s. 6d. Cutting the work, 2s. 6d. per pair; Steel Mesh, 1s. 3d.; Worked and Cut complete, 8s. per pair. www.antiquepatternlibrary.org 2019.08
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Legend: Stitches

❤️  DMC Cotton 353  peach
اصر  DMC Cotton 352  coral -lt
●  DMC Cotton 351  coral
●  DMC Cotton 350  coral - md
●  DMC Cotton 349  coral - dk
●  DMC Cotton 498  christmas red - dk